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SPECIFICATION.
Asking price
EUR 3,900,000

Built
2001 (refitted 2020), Yachting Developments,
New Zealand

Length
33.8m (110.9ft)

Beam
7.1m (23.3ft)

Draft min/max
4.3m (14ft)/6.9m (22.6ft)

Displacement
83 tonnes

Cruising speed
10 knots

Maximum speed
12 knots

Range
3,500 nm

Flag
Marshall Islands

Lying
West Mediterranean

Class
American Bureau of Shipping

Exterior designer
Ed Dubois

Interior designer
Agnes Comar Design

Construction
Hull - GRP, Superstructure - GRP, Deck - Teak

Crew
3

Guests
7

Cabins
3 (2 × double, 1 × twin, 1 × additional berths)

Engines
1 × 300hp Lugger
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OVERVIEW.
Embodying the ethos of quintessential sailing, award-winning SILVERTIP awaits to offer an
extraordinary, family-friendly experience.

Once the crew has stowed the sails and the anchor’s down, huge swathes of teak offer guests no end of
possibilities. Stretch out to sunbathe on the aft deck’s sunpads or take the steps down to the folding
swim platform for a cooling dip or to enjoy the many thrilling tow toys behind the yacht’s 4.5m (14.8ft)
tender.

From the drawing board of the renowned Dubois studio, she is expertly built for both performance and
comfort. The guest deck lounge remains completely line-free for total safety and a dodger over the
companionway shelters you from the wind without blocking the views forward. There’s a bar adjacent too,
for refreshments underway.

For a more sedate experience, you can explore the anchorage on paddleboards, zip silently about on the
flyboard or even join the crew on a fishing expedition. There are also six sets of scuba diving equipment
and a compressor so you can get up-close to the reefs and marine life beneath the waves.

If you want to escape the midday heat on deck you can enjoy lunch at the dining table below in air-
conditioned comfort with views and plenty of natural light from large hull ports and skylights. After lunch
you can relax in the lounge opposite as the captain and crew set sail for the next extraordinary
destination. A deserted anchorage, a bustling fishing port or a grand city marina, the choice is yours.

Come evening, after toasting the sunset with a cocktail on the foredeck, it’s time for supper and the chef
has excelled yet again having whizzed ashore to find the finest, freshest produce available. After dinner
your digestif slips down and the conversation flows as the state-of-the-art sound system provides the
soundtrack.

At bedtime, SILVERTIP has very family-friendly accommodation for seven comprises a full-beam master
cabin with an island double berth aft plus another guest double cabin and a twin cabin with an additional
berth.

Key features
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